
We are a think-and-do tank that powers the movement for local 
sovereignty. Financial innovation and integrative healing are 
the headwaters of our work. We collaborate with diverse 
stakeholders on strategies that heal divides and build wealth 
for deep-rooted thriving of people, communities and ecologies. 

______

The biggest "WE" in human history has financial freedom and unleashes local 
wisdom to meet the earth's greatest challenges. 

We channel healing resources and regenerative investment capital to 
communities so they can exercise self-determination and thrive. 

People and capital are the two most critical inputs of systems change initiatives 
to address climate change, wealth and income inequality, cultural and political 
polarization, mental health epidemics, and other crises. Innovations within each 
of these inputs, and greater coordination between them, can optimize 
conditions for humanity to meet these challenges. 

With respect to capital, a key innovation is shi!ing the logic and practice of 
large-scale investment in communities from extractive to regenerative. This can 
be accomplished in part by retooling existing financial instruments or designing 
new ones. In either case, when investment capital enables local people and 
organizations to become asset-rich and experience financial sovereignty, they 
are liberated from perverse incentives to be competitive and extractive and can 
move toward collaborative and regenerative modes of being. 

Regarding people, a key innovation is facilitating multi-dimensional (i.e., 
physical, emotional, mental, relational, spiritual) personal wholeness—as a 
foundation for healthy culture and collaborating across differences to address 
complex issues. This can be achieved through coalition building with 
community and ecosystem stakeholders, who would co-design and deliver 
integrative healing and capacity building within communities; especially “edge” 
communities le! out of dominant systems, despite possessing many of the 
most creative and locally competent responses to systemic dysfunction.  
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Catalyzing networks and building movements to heal divisions and unlock 
human potential in both edge and advantaged communities is important work. 
This work becomes even more important when done as preparation for 
receiving inflows of non-extractive capital. Supported by financial freedom and 
paths to wholeness and solidarity, communities can be brilliant stewards of 
their and the earth's future. 

Our goal is to catalyze the formation of an expanding global ecosystem of 
people, organizations, and communities that develop their sovereignty through 
regenerative capital investment, integrative healing processes, and numerous 
other innovations that produce a transformative shi! in economic and social 
systems. 

We have four entwined strategies for using resources, linking with partners, and 
achieving our goal: 

We have extensive experience working with historically divided communities in 
highly charged contexts; and in the worlds of finance, technology, media, arts 
and culture, executive leadership training, disaster response, strategy and 
innovation.   

Team: Andrew Markell, Dalmar James, Dani Dhanoa, Donna Morton, Frank 
Connolly, Jordan Lu!ig, Madison Taylor. Advisors: Paul Born, Rebecca Adamson, 
Dr. Smita Joshi.
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Sovereignty Narrative.
Produce and Share a Compelling 
Narrative of Achieving Sovereignty 
and Seventh Generation Wisdom.

Regenerative Finance.
Develop and Implement Scalable 
Financial Innovations that Invest Capital 
for the Creation of Sovereign Assets.

Global Mesh.
Build an Expanding Global Network
of Sovereignty-Focused Thinkers,
Practitioners and Communities.

Integrative Healing.
Develop and Implement Scalable 
Methods for Healing Trauma and 
Fostering Wholeness and Vitality in 
Communities.

See more at www.thedawncollective.org Or email andrew@thedawncollective.org / donna@thedawncollective.org
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